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TD 06a - Niels Pagh Andersen Discussion 
 

Heidi Gronauer 
Are there specific questions from your side? 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen 

I have a… 

 

Heidi 
You might have a question - I have one question - but you ask. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

No, but-but-but - because now starts the fun part for me. It’s dialogue. And I always think 

that it is where things are happening really - where I get something back. It is always in the 

dialogue. But I would like to hear, because that is the thing I’m struggling with in teaching; 

This that we on one hand have this visual language that communicate in subtext and so on 

but we only have the words to teach with… How are you… is there something you are 

dealing with or how… Yeah. Because I think that is one of our problems as teachers. 

 

Sean Ashley, Puttnam School, Singapore 

I think, I mean from my own experience, I struggled a lot when I moved into teaching - I’d 

been working as an editor for about 15 years before I started to teach - so the hardest part 

of trying to kind of reverse engineer when I do what I do, and then trying… It’s like working 

through a barrier - trying to explain that to someone else very… hard thing for me to get 

there. Took me a couple of years before I kind of managed to make sense of it myself, but 

then trying to make sense to someone else, that’s the hardest part for me. I edit both 

fiction and documentary. I find that I have a lot easier time teaching the fiction students 

editing than I do the documentary students - not because of like a misunderstanding or - 

its’ just very hard to verbalise to them, what they should be looking for. And the school I 

come from, the students, they start in fiction, but they move into documentary if they 

choose to specialise in that area - but it’s only in the final year of the degree. So they’ve 

had 2 or 3 years of editing fiction and drama - soon as they get documentary, all the things 

that I’ve kind of been trying to verbalise to them about finding story about finding 

performance, it doesn't really mean so much to them anymore. So, I have a hard time 
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trying to… yeah verbalise to them what they should be looking for in terms of narrative 

thread or story inside a documentary. 

 

Robin Cranfield, Actuality Media 

I have a lot of students that arrive with very little documentary experience - I only have 

them for four weeks at a time - and are already preconceived ideas of: We’ll go interview 

these people, we have to go get some B-Roll and we have to do this and we’ll just throw it 

together. And after the first day, when they’re afraid to use the word B-Roll anymore - 

because we won’t let them say that at all  -and many other lectures, directing them to… 

We’ve taken a condensed Hero’s Journey structure and give them that. And we show 

them documentary but still remind them of how those connect to narratives and fiction 

pieces as well, for how to follow those thread that they’re trying to find. And… some very 

quickly get it - others it’s a gradual process, even in four weeks. But by the time we can 

really start showing them other examples of what our students have done in the past as 

well, the idea catches on and they start…. we let them call their subjects characters and 

use terms that are more of a fictional thing, but it helps them get into that flow of how they 

need to organise things and get to filming things, and then putting their story together. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen 

What…. I have a little exercise that I have been very successful with because one of the 

things I often experience with… not that experienced documentary editing… it is just that 

we are making a kind of time reducing. You know, of what’s happening. And to me that 

is… Yeah, that is… that can be, but the interesting thing comes in the interpretation of 

what was happening. And then I have old material that is from a film I made many years 

ago about building of the bridge between Denmark and Sweden, where there was a scene 

where some young environmentalist is occupying a crane, there workers come and they 

can’t go to work and the police come - and the little reportage drama and in the morning 

after - because it’s November and it’s very cold up there - they climb down. And there’s 

interview with the workers, some policemen, some… yeah… of the workers, and the task I 

have given them: It is that they should edit out from different genres. One should edit it as 

a drama, suspense, another as someday and a third as more journalistic. Another as an 

art project - and that is forcing them to go into the emotional kind of… Looking at the 

material instead of just saying this is happening. And of course, the material is good 

because you can choose different points of views. In the journalistic kind of… then we 
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have all points of view, but of course if you're making to make tragedy, maybe its the 

environmentalists, you choose as main characters and see the story from their point of 

view. So it has… it has a kind of time, that is… A kind of clock that is going, but how they 

are narratively telling and choosing the perspective and have an emotionally kind of direct 

in the genre. It has been very… a very good exercise and eye-opening because then of 

course we are watching all the different examples and are choosing from that. So… 

 

Sabine Bubeck-Paaz, ZeLIG / ZDF  

And normally - you have normally the… when you start a project, you know, they control it 

in a way that the same… is the same question, not with concerning the material, but 

reality, you know? I think that is a kind of parallel thing. First of all they are confronted to 

reality and when you ask… yeah its a good idea, it could be a good idea - but where is the 

story? Then they are exactly confronted with eh same procedure, they have to decide - 

they have to understand why are they doing that and where is the… where is the 

interesting point, you know? Where is this point where they… what are they really 

interested in? And that’s a fight - I mean - that’s a fight that the experienced filmmaker has 

as well as the very young filmmaker has. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

Of course. but it’s also, I will say that.. it is a process that is starting already with the idea. 

And then you go out into the reality with the idea and then you also get confused, because 

the reality is much more complex than a single idea. And I think, the balance, it is that 

you… in documentary filmmaking its both to have a direction and have an openness and 

to live in that schizophrenia I think, its hard because on one hand you have to convince 

some people and some teachers or whatever, that you want to make this film and its 

convincing and - at the same time - if you go out in the reality and just - are making - then 

you’re losing the magic of the reality… the unpredictability you know, where, you know… 

where… and so on.  

 

But also in the editing process, where I have my strength, I think I have very much learnt to 

use my … my different senses of … in different periods. And, for example, when I… I’m… 

The big thing about being an editor it is that you are a virgin viewer. You haven’t been out 

in the reality and know how things are; you only see what’s within the frame. So my first 
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viewing of the material, it’s kind of holy. I only have that experience once. And that is what 

I’m going to remember back… a lot of time… months, a hit.  

 

So I have made it to a kind of - and a lot of the time when I start a process, then the 

director come in and want to explain me a lot of things and they think they are good 

director, you know and they want to… and I say, please… Be quiet. Because, what we 

have now, it is my first viewing. And that is where I see the subtext. It is where I - if there’s 

thing I don’t understand - we have to solve it. But first of all, these subtext were you can 

say - yeah, he’s saying all the right things, but there’s something strange underneath. 3 

months later, I can’t read that, I can see what he’s saying, but this depth level, is gone. 

Because my fresh experience is gone. So what I do, I tell aloud what I experience. I’m not 

telling what we should do.  

 

And, before, when I was younger I did that mistake that I thought, to be a good editor, I 

should come with all the solutions - but I’m mixing two processes. One is the experience, 

and then out of the experience come the analysis and then the conclusions. So first - and 

what I do when I do this - I try to seduce myself to say: “this is the first film I ever edit.” So 

I’m not bringing old kind of habits into it. I take in the material - I’m not thinking of structure, 

and how it’s going to be made - I’m just experiencing. And I made this to a common space 

to the director and me. This… my experience, of the material. Then of course, the director 

comes in and we a dialogue, about how the structure and how we should build that story. 

So - but - I think this, that I’m… I’m open… Where I’m kind of… am I experiencing… Arne 

was talking very much about the body - but I think also am I… first I experience with my 

stomach and my emotion, and then I go up to my head. And… So I’m conscious and I 

have learnt, because I have been in that process so many times, that I… I know what is 

good process-wise. And I know its like big documentary – it’s like a running a marathon. If 

you’re editing one year and so on – it’s physically and psychologically, it’s… so you know 

when… How your body reacts to such a process. 

 

Heidi Gronauer 
And are you… have you wide leave… you don’t know anything about the project, you don’t 

want to read anything about the project…? Ok. 
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Niels Pagh Andersen 
Yeah of course. Of course I know about the project, because I have, if I should do that, I 

should know something about if it’s a film where I can relate to the subject matter and so 

on, of course. I know the main and have discussed with he director… Are we interested in 

the same thing in the film, in the films language, in life, politically, philosophically, you 

know are we… Is it us? Or are we… because otherwise I can’t, you know, I’m kind of a 

100% person - if I can’t kind of identify with the material, I’m a bad person for that job. And 

of course there is… Now, I’m in that privileged position that I can also choose – it’s not 

always been like that , where I could choose - because there is also a kind of reality, I 

have also to pay rent and have something. So beforehand, of course, I have worked with 

people where maybe it wasn’t such good dance partner but… 

 

Sabine Bubeck-Paaz 

When you let your stomach talk to you… what would you say: What is what you then… put 

together? Is it… what does it lead… what does lead you to the material you put together, 

would you say its more the image language, is it more the emotions or do you need also 

language for this… do you…? 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen 

I think it is a kind of whole. I think its the sum of all the things I have experienced, but I 

know everybody has weaknesses and strengths and I’m very good… my strength… it’s 

human beings. I’m good - I’m not this kind of - there are some editor that you know, is very 

visual - in fact I’m much more audio-tive, but I’m… My strength is human beings. 

Characters, to read who human being are. And that is my force. It’s also my force in 

reading my directors, because I’m… Maybe I’m not that fantastic editor, but I’m very good 

in getting the best out of us… we can be middle kind of… not so good… we can be genius 

editors and directors, but we are making each other smaller and we can be, like me an ok 

editor, but I’m very good in together with the director, get the best out of us. So I think 

maybe that is one of my biggest strengths. I’m… and human beings interest me. The 

other, that is, who is… But this with… to also trust your experience much more, there I 

also… and… there I also ….with screenings. I do a lot of consultancy of films I haven’t 

edited myself and that is also in teaching situations, where, beforehand I was very much 

thinking to do a good job I should tell people what they should do. And I should have the 
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answers. But I have also had a lot of screenings of my own film and so on and with 

different commissioning editors and found out what works, for our process.  

 

And, where I have experienced much more that what we need especially in the first phase 

it is the whole kind of emotional kind of structure. At 4:23, you know, there I didn't 

understand all those kind of small details. A lot of them will be solved by itself later in the 

process. So… And… So what I do a lot, in… and I found a method and it works quite well, 

it is I start watching the film. I don’t take notes. I’m looking, I’m taking in. And then I’m 

telling the director and the editor and all the students, or whoever, my experience. What 

did I experience. Here is a man and he’s interesting, you know, he’s funny and then 

happened so and so but then come another - but I’m a little lost. Who is this other? What is 

the relationship there, and then… you know? I tell my experience. Where often, and from 

that on - then we start to discuss what was the… what can be done if my experience was 

right. Instead of… and it has two kind of purpose - or how it works, too… it is not me who 

comes in ad says you should do so an so. but I tell my experience, so the director, the 

editor, is watching, seeing their own film with their eyes and they can see aha!  

 

When we’re introducing the second character, there Niels is confused. So, and then we 

have a problem - so I have them with me, already in the experience. Then we also have 

this kind of tradition in feedback that we should be… we want to do a good job - we are 

focusing on what doesn't work. This doesn’t work. There is two sides of that: One side is 

the kind of psychological space that the creators of this film is… they need energy to 

continue… And I have been to screening where we have been dead and it had taken a 

week - especially with the director - to be able, because the criticism was so hard that we 

were totally devastated and the kind of… So its also… and you are with the first rough cut, 

you are so fragile. You are… have just started to get a kind of body of what you want to 

tell, but it’s not finished at all. So, you both have, of course, to tell what doesn’t work. but 

you also have to know that you have to bring the students or the other people further - its 

an energy thing. And, so… This… and… that you also tell, what is good! It gives energy. or 

else you think “Oh, I’m hopeless.”  

 

And there is so much fear involved in filmmaking and that counts from the young students, 

to the 75 year, master director who have won Oscar that I have worked with: They all have 

fear. It’s part of the process and so on and its part of creativity: Doubt and Fear. But 
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another thing, it is also, that I have found out that in what works, there is also a lot of time 

lying the key to solve what doesn't work. I love this character, there is something in the 

way you look at this character, that is good. But the other… I don’t - Why… there is 

something strange? Are you…? You’re… Yeah, this character is fantastic, they say and so 

on, but we have had problem and… William and so on… Then comes the dialogue, which 

is the important thing and I say, but do you like him? No maybe not… But you have to, or 

else it will be totally unbalanced! Or else, you are kind of… you have to lift him up and 

make. Find the positive. If you just follow your kind of thing, then it’s clear that there is an 

unbalance between the two. So this, that starting with saying, there’s something good, it 

can also be visually: There’s a scene that they, in some language, found a way to describe 

something, which is wonderful.  

 

But can’t you do some of the same there, you have a way of telling story: Can’t you 

transform that, to that shitty piece that, at least for me, doesn’t work. So that is one of 

those tricks I have found productive, in the communication… it is… And I know also from 

own experience that it’s … it is very hard watching a film once and giving the total kind of 

correct solution, because sometimes it’s not the place where the problem appears that is 

the problem… Maybe it’s the presentation part, where you hadn’t done that correctly and 

so on. So what i do when I’m editing myself, it is that I’m not necessarily taking the 

suggesting serious, but I take very serious that people reacted in that are. There was 

something wrong there, but if we are following “You should do this and this” then there 

appear, some other problems, that is maybe much bigger and then we have a tendency, 

because we want to protect our child to say: Ah! We don’t listen! Bit that is also wrong, 

because they reacted to something and then we had to kind of investigate and understand, 

but what was it? Why did they start to think? Why did they come? So… the, how do you 

say… The symptoms are right, but the diagnosis might be wrong. So… Sorry I’m talking 

too much. 

 

Sean Ashley 

I mean I have a very similar experience when they really want time-coded feedback for 

every scene in the film - but yeah, I mean, I won’t give them that to begin with, I’ll just give 

them my initial response - What I believe, what I don’t believe. And they’re quite puzzled 

by that at first, but yeah, after a few rounds they gradually get it. 
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Niels Pagh Andersen  

And also it’s them. It’s not you. And I also… and of course, especially when you’re a 

student and so on, you want the clear answers: This is right, this is wrong. But why I say 

it’s.. it’s you. It’s you who has the responsibility. I mean, if I have a consultancy, sometimes 

on Skype, with people I don’t know, I start always saying: I will tell you what I experience, 

and I will be quite frank, but the only way I can do that is that I count on you, that you take 

what you can use and throw the rest away. Because you are the creators, you are the 

filmmakers. But I am a mirror that you can use or choose to use, if you want. but I can’t 

watch film once and come with all the solution. It’s much deeper work, and so on. And it is 

also, I think its important to say it’s your responsibility and that they learn that - but there, 

they can very easily also cling to a teacher: The teacher said! Because it’s all so scary to 

be out and that the landscape. 

 

Robin Cranfield 

I always have… some very… Almost every time, there are several very defensive students 

and no matter what kind of suggestion or critique or anything you offer them, but we try to 

hit them on bit of a middle ground of the first screening we do of a cut - with zero audio. 

Just silent, and try and follow the story - and if you’re very auditory centred like that, 

probably be difficult then as well - there’ll still be a director or someone that tries to pop up 

in the middle and say “Right here, this is where someone is actually saying - “ and we 

have to shout at them and make them sit down and say “No, just quiet” and even if there 

are things in the end that they get critiques for, they’re a little more comfortable because 

they can still at least sit back and be like, well if you heard what was saying, it would make 

more sense - for better or worse, at least it buffers the criticism for them little bit if they’re 

already being defensive: Well it wasn’t all there, so they can feel it - but, you do still see if 

someone else shows up - maybe the audio would have keyed people in on why they’re 

there, but it will still - if there’s a problem with the person coming in at that point - you’ll feel 

it just from seeing it as well. And that helps us ease in then to the next cut where we will 

hear everything and get more thought the experience. 

 
Niels Pagh Andersen  

I’m very - in fact, the way I’m a film school teacher is that I’m teaching at… editing at the 

Norwegian Film School, 20 days a year. And there we are working with declaration of 

intentions. So, the different exercises, they had to write beforehand what they want to 
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achieve. And of course, this is the Norwegian film school – it’s a fiction school - so… and 

in the evaluation, they are evaluated: did they communicate what they wanted? And it’s as 

much the other students who is kind of responding? Did you experience that, from what 

you have just seen? So, this kind of… that it’s also the other students that is taking part 

and I think, as a teacher, there’s… there’s two kind of dangerous pits and it’s also… One, 

it is that… that the teacher is a god who knows everything, it’s a kind of… and the other is 

the teacher is a kind of idiot - I’m a kind of - and its almost like a pubertal relationship, 

where they should have solve that - boast maybe - with their fathers and mothers and so 

on. And I’m… I’m trying very much to avoid to come in any of those situations, but there is 

always.. especially, very much young men has this kind of… I’m… don’t tell me… you 

know, this kind of thing. But of course, it’s hard in four weeks, but of course with time, it’s… 

you know, then they can be kind of… make their ride, but then, slowly, you get to another 

level of things. And of course, as a teacher, you are a kind of… in a precision that - but I 

try to make it as flat as possible, but of course I know I… I’m on the other side of the table, 

but… and…  

 

Sean Ashley 

Yeah a declaration of intention is a very good idea. 

 

Sophie Harper, European Film College, Denmark 

I wonder where it comes from, because that is in my school too.  

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

Yeah, I don’t know where. 

 

Sophie Harper 
Is it a Danish thing? 

 

Sean Ashley 

We do it as well. 

 

Sophie Harper 
You do? 
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Sean Ashley 

Yeah, a research journal. Every submission they do, they give us a written - basically, of 

why they chose a specific approach or… but it becomes dangerous because a lot of them 

us it as a crutch for some very kind of, strange decisions. And then we have to explain to 

them, OK yeah, for assessment, it’s a great tool: You can use it to justify why you did 

certain things that maybe I don’t understand initially - But they also have to understand 

that when they show their films in a cinema they’re not going to go around and hand a 

piece of paper to everyone and say please read this before you watch the film. It needs to 

make sense. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

But are you… but are the other students reading the declaration beforehand? 

 

Sean Ashley 

No - that’s what we should be doing. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

So show it and then, read it it… of course the teachers, so that they get the… Because 

there is a great power in the… Maybe, the teachers are idiots, but you know, your fellow 

students… Yeah. Yeah. So I think… 

 

Sophie Harper 
We do that, but we also have - we have a couple of different evaluation sessions: One 

with, usually, the principle and someone else, where they come in completely blind and 

just watch it as audience, and comment as educated audience. And I think there’s some 

value in tat as well, because you don’t get to explain your film, before you start evaluation. 

 

I wanted to ask you a practical question about language: When you watch the rushes in a 

language that you don’t understand, have there been subtitled ahead of time or 

something? 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

It’s depending… different… sometimes it’s… subtitled. With “The Act of Killing”, Josh was 

simultaneously translating for me because he understand… if it’s fiction I have a script, it’s 
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not translated to English and then it’s… But it can be a nightmare because the… with 

translation and so on, because you very - because it’s kind of complicated and you had to 

look at papers and so on - and basically, of course if it’s subtitled, when I’m talking - you 

know, because then, the whole process of understanding the words, if you look at 

timecode and so on - it ruined your experience of the subtext. Because you have to…3, 4 

its there… they must say… So the whole focus you have in the beginning is to “What are 

they saying” and not “How are they saying thing.” So it can be complicated. And also, it 

takes physically longer time. To edit in a foreign language. But, I will say you can learn 

quite much of this thing about reading subtext and shrink that. And of course now, when 

I’m living in Finland, I don’t speak Finnish and you know, a lot of times at dinner parties 

and here are kind of 8 - 10 people where it’s not - if there are 20, you have a one-to-one 

conversation - and then, of course, they start to speak Finnish. And then I’m sitting looking. 

And making small, kind of stories. And suddenly see relationship between people and you 

know, reading and that’s a quite interesting kind of exercise in a way. And that you’re not 

distracted by words. 

 

Sabine Buback-Paaz 

Do you do that with the students also? I mean that would be a good idea… 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

No but maybe we should have a kind of exercise… 

 

Sabine Buback-Paaz 

To learn how to read the subtext. 

 

Robin Cranfield 

We all do that in the beginning, we just don’t remember back far enough. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

Because that could be… I remember once I was doing a film from Senegal - and it wasn’t 

the…and we had a translator, Senegalese guy - and then he was ill, for some reason, and 

we had transcription. And then we had a little scene where some women are sitting down: 

They are selling souvenirs at the beach and there was a scene - that wasn’t translated, in 

a way. And we had a screening coming up, so I was just editing that scene and then I was 
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just writing a kind of… subtitling. Total fiction, you know: Did you say anything today, yeah 

yeah yeah… And this kind of thing. But then, a week or a month later, when our translator 

came back, he said do you understand Senegalese? Of course, it was very simple, but I 

had got the kind of main… of this. I knew the kind of setting of the conversation, but how 

are people communicating? How are they reacting? And I put together, so there is much 

more there than… But maybe make some smart subtextual exercises in… 

 

Sabine Buback-Paaz  

Transcripting! 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

Yeah, and sharpen our reading, because I think it’s - especially in editing - it is so big a 

part of…that we are able to… 

 

Sean Ashley 

…read the face… 

 
Niels Pagh Andersen  

Yes, and that is, I think, you know instead of we can have plots, we can have words and 

so on, that lead us through - but if it also works the subtextual level, it will give us a much 

bigger experience… 

 

Sabine Buback-Paaz 

But, I mean: Image is so complex and the meaning of image is never one-to-one, so it just 

reminds me this image or this sequence where, in “The Act of Killing”, those two guys, 

those two mass murderers are sitting there at the lake or at this place, fishing. You know? 

And talking nothing… I mean they’re doing a very banal thing, they’re sitting there fishing. 

They’re talking about themselves. And if I didn’t know that they’re mass-murderers, the 

scene would be completely irrelevant. But knowing that, that scene becomes… gets a 

darkness, in a way, when she’s - when he’s talking about the fish and the fish is dying, you 

know? Or he bumped on the floor - I think that was - I immediately had the feeling, he’s 

talk about the people. You know? So… you can never talk about an image without having 

the context in a way. 
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Niels Pagh Andersen  

Yeah, and that is of course what we are building up in the editing. We are colouring 

emotions and what I’m always trying to do, it is to find a story underneath the story. So 

that… The biggest… So you have another kind of undercurrent… under… here’s two old 

men sitting fishing. But they are mass-killers, mass-murderers - it put an undercurrent, but 

it can also be - yeah now, the number is the follow piece of “The Act of Killing”, a film 

called “The Look of Silence” that you will see… But there is one of the victims who’s 

confronting his brother’s killers and we have 6 or 7…  

 

But the way we were editing them, of course it’s what they are saying, but we were also as 

a kind of tool, saying this is a boxing match. To have another emotional logic underneath, 

finding a metaphor that is making you work… Who got the first punch? How is the power 

balance in this conversation changing? Who is winning that match? It’s a tool to kind of 

work on the first… of course, more or less where is it? What are they going to say? It’s a 

three hour interview or dialogue - but also what is finding a kind of metaphor that you go 

down to the emotional level, and say… and find it as simple as possible. Who has the 

power, when and where? Because then we go down to understand than, so I’m always 

trying to make things as simple as possible, to go in the depth. So, if I have a kind of 

complex word scene, then find a very simple undercurrent, because that… it’s not to 

make… make things… make it simple to get into the depth of things, and create a friction 

between maybe, the text and the subtext - or the text and the emotions, because then 

suddenly, it starts to vibrate. Somehow. That’s something - and that, we audience are very 

good at reading when things are vibrating… and every… And I believe very much in 

friction: That there should be attention or friction between the elements. And one of the 

thing - if we take another way of communicating, where every image is one-to-one, it’s in 

commercials. You can communicate very fast and tell: Happy girl, happy boy, beautiful girl, 

Coca-Cola. Every image is cleaned down… 

 

Sean Ashley 

It is what it is… 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

… to one information. And it doesn’t have layers and that’s why we can communicate very 

quickly in those. And, in that way you can - as students - you can in fact learn a lot in 
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precision, in communicating by making a commercial. To cleanse the images, to have one 

message. To work in symbols and clichés and so on and how do we… You don’t need… 

you need two seconds to that image: It does have any layers or double-ness and so on 

and so on. So to learn to control what you are telling, it’s a good school. 

 

Vinayan Kodoth, Hull School of Art & Design, UK 

How do you work with for example, different kinds of directors who have approaches very 

differently - some of them could not be particularly involved in the editing process as such, 

but some would like to sit and look at the shot and kind of… So how do you, as an editor, 

work with these different types of approaches, in a way, to editing? 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

Yeah, that is I would say, one of the very interesting part of my job it is as I said before, 

Human being interest me. And that also counts - the directors. And some… and… 

Creativity are very different from people: Some directors you have to fight, it’s where things 

happen. It’s very tiring too, you have to be up discussing and, you know… that is… Other, 

if you raise your voice, they start to cry. They… you know? and - but then you have to 

anchorage all the time and we have different creative energy. And my personally creative 

energy, it is a kind of enthusiasm and that is of course very nice for the directors.  

 

Enthusiasm. I have to convince myself, this is going to be the best film ever made, 

otherwise I can’t… I can’t… I have to… I know it’s a lie and it’s of course get harder and 

harder because I edit more than 200 and everything you know, haven’t been… But I have 

to say wow this is interesting, because else it dies. My old mentor - I remember the young 

person - he was kind of… He came very late and before lunch and then, in the editing 

corridor went Hi, how are you and … And then there was a telephone - now its lunch! Then 

we had lunch and then he was slowly kind of approaching and then ah, telephone and all 

kind of distractions - and then every time if the directors were around, every time they went 

out - at that time, there were telephones outside the editing and not mobile - ever time the 

director went out, he was: “What do you think he’s thinking about? This is a catastrophe 

This is…!” and I didn't know better, I was thinking poor Christian! He has to work with 

those amateurish director - and he was working with the best Danish directors in, you 

know at that time! But later, I understood that what he was doing was building up 

aggression towards the material, and then 4 or 5 o'clock in the afternoon, then he started 
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to edit, like a crazy… And I was standing there - and sometimes this aggression lasted 

until 2 o’clock at night. you know, so we have different creative energy and some directors, 

they are more controlling - want to sit and be there all the time - some, can’t be… To me, 

I’m… I find it as a good method that we are kind of discussing a scene and then I am 

coming with eh first interpretation out from some hit lines. Because I was fresh eyes to the 

material and if I have had problems with some cuts, then we can use the directors fresh 

eyes in my first draft of a scene. That they are not… if there is a problem in a transition 

from where… If I have been struggling with that - I will be totally focused on that, but if they 

don’t know it, if it flows, then it flows. It’s not all directors who dare… who want to be part 

of… you know, dare to leave me alone with their baby, and that’s ok.  

 

Because, for me, the most important thing it is that my director feels safe. And… and for 

example, with Josh, in “The Act of Killing” , in the beginning we tried that, that I was 

working - but then I had to redo everything. So, there wasn’t… we were starting to get… 

There wasn’t any idea, because he felt he wasn’t in the thing and now later, you know, it’s 

also a question of trust. And give them more space. And I will say, my experience - so, 

it’s… I have “The Three Rooms of Melancholia”, we were editing on two computers in a 

kind of dialogue: I don’t need to be the one… A lot of time, with “The Act of Killing” or “The 

Look of Silence” - Josh is editing. And I’m sitting behind because then there’s something in 

Indonesia and he’s in fact much better with the Final Cut programme than I am, because 

I’m a technical imbecile. It’s fine! It’s not who is pressing the button, it doesn’t matter. And 

then when the producer passed by, then I was sitting behind and I said “Signe, I think this 

editor, he is so slow, I think we should get a new one.” Or something like that!  

 

But in general, I would say a classical think it is that less experienced directors, they are 

more controlling in the detail. And, don’t know the whole picture, maybe, of what the film is 

about. Where more experienced director, they give space in the detail, to the editor. We 

shouldn't come on, sit and discuss should the edit be 5 frames to one of the sides. They 

know what is… and… so that is kind of out of discussion, the more they give… Where, the 

more experienced, they give space but they are not to move in the whole vision. But that is 

also, you know, something you learn. You learn that where you should control and where 

you should give space with a director - its also learning process. Like, I was telling 

beforehand, when I … in my editing process, know when I shall give space for something 

in… and where I should be more controlling. You learn to kind of balance you're different 
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body parts incorporation what works. And that is also where I feel very confident. It is in 

the process. I seduce myself to say every new film is a new one, but I’m 100% sure of the 

process. And I know when the crisis comes, I know how to solve them. I… The first 10 

years then, it’s often after the first rough cut or when you open the door for commission 

editors, then comes the crisis. Suddenly it is: What’s there? And there the director who had 

been dreaming for this film for 3 years, fighting for it - then suddenly “Bang!” - the dream 

meets the reality and it’s not finished. And the first 10 years, you know, I was also 

collapsing and panicking and saying “Oh I’m a bad editor!” and so on, and then we were 

two people panicking at the same time! And that wasn’t… Now, I say ok - then the director 

is panicking - I say, OK. cool down. Ok, what works, what doesn’t? Instead of saying 

everything - this kind of devastating, “Nothing works, I’m a failure, I will never be a 

filmmaker” - you know, all that comes out, then say: Whoa. But let’s find out what was 

good, and what wasn’t and why - and you know, this kind of method.  

 

And I’m not so… afraid of this chaos anymore. And also, this simple thing that somehow 

this fear that will this ever be a film? I have the confidence… yeah but, 200 times before 

there came a film out of this - why shouldn't there become one now? So that gives a kind 

of - I can’t maybe overlook it and their problems and so on, but it looked like a catastrophe 

at that point- and it became a fantastic film, so I think this will also be a fantastic film. But 

the most important thing in my editing room, it is the trust - and that I use, if I start to work 

with a new director, the first week or so, it is that - is about - that they trust me. Because 

else, it will be a fight - we can’t get anywhere. So, trust and what I say, I say to begin: in 

my editing room, it’s ok to say “I don’t know. I’m in doubt.” I don’t know always the 

answers.  

 

Because a lot of directors, when they have been out in reality or on a fiction shoot with 50 

people, they are building- they are scared to death - but they are building up a kind of 

image of control, because otherwise everything will fall apart. So they come in and have 

this kind of facade, but in the edit we have to dig down. Down in the material and down in 

the soul of the editor - of the… also the editor, but mainly the director. And we can’t 

pretend. And… so we had to… It’s the same - have for example, when we have internal 

screenings… the work we are watching ourselves. Sometimes, you don’t see anything. Its 

just images, you don’t feel anything, it’s just passing by because you have seen it so many 

times. 
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Sabine Buback-Paaz 

I think we are over time. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

Two minutes! I just finish this, 

 

Heidi Gronauer  
There is a coffee break actually. But it’s just for you then you are… 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

No but I just finish this, because that is a very good thing - and it’s,.. If I have… If I’m not 

experiencing anything, then I say it. Instead of pretending. And that I have made as a rule 

and sometimes I say, I had a bad screening, you start! 

 

Sean Ashley 

But how do you get around that? Do you take some time off and come back to it…? 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

No, but then the director - we are sitting, and then we had this kind of… Did you have good 

screening? Yes - or who wants to start to say… - and if I have a bad screening I say I 

didn't have a big experience, you start. And then the director also learn to say… And then 

we trust the person that had the best screening. But if I don’t experience anything - and 

that happens sometimes, you just don’t… and sometimes, both of us don’t see anything - 

and then, ok, but then we have to analyse and so on - but we are honest with… instead of, 

I’m pretending I know everything and I see so and where its not built in right, then we are 

cheating or faking in the… and the film will suffer. 

 

Heidi Gronauer 
This is very difficult and yes, I see a lot of teachers cannot. I think more try to make it… 
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Niels Pagh Andersen  

Yeah, but then be honest. Say, oh sorry, I didn’t experience - It’s nothing wrong with you or 

whatever but… Of course, it depends if it’s a four week course of course, I don’t say 

anything and so on - but if it’s a longer… you know, it depends on the situation. 

 

Heidi Gronauer  
Not to let them then alone. 

 

Niels Pagh Andersen  

It was a lot about editing. But I hope it gave you something. 

 

Group 

Thank you very much 


